We consider a nonlinear parabolic equation previously studied by Chipot and Weissler, and Kawohl and Peletier. We give simple sufficient conditions for the presence and absence of L°°-blow up.
Introduction
This paper was motivated by recent studies of Chipot and Weissler [CW] , and Kawohl and Peletier [KP] . They studied the problem (1) ut = au -\Vu\9 + Xu", xeD, t>0, (1) u(x, t) = 0, xedD, t>0, We give a simple sufficient condition on the initial value that implies blow up, provided N = I , p > I , and either 1 < q < lp/(p + 1) or q = lp/(p + 1).
In the case q = lp/(p + I), we have to assume that X is large enough. To consider blow up as depending on the value of X is the point of view taken in [KP] , rather than [CW] .
A more precise description of our blow up result reads as follows. We show that u(t, u0) blows up if uQ > v , u0 ^ v, and v is the unique positive equilibrium. This is a consequence of a uniform a priori L°°-estimate of any global increasing solution (established also for N > 1). The assumption of monotonicity enables us to use a technique from [F] to derive the a priori bound. In [F] , similar problems without gradient terms were studied.
In [KP] it is shown that the gradient damping term prevents blow up if 1 < p < q = 1. We give a simple proof of the fact that blow up (in the L°°-norm) cannot occur if 1 < p < q, If, in addition, q <1, then all solutions are global and bounded.
For p > q = 1 one may still have F°°-blow up phenomena. In [KP] it is proved that given uQ there is a X*(u0) > 0 such that u(t, u0) blows up provided X > X*. We derive a lower bound for X* in terms of the sup-norm of u0.
Establishing blow up
We adopt the notion of solution from [CW] , where local theory in WX'S(D) was constructed (s is sufficiently large). We recall the following facts from [CW] . Assume (4) u0ew3'snw0x's,
AuQ-\Vu0\9 +Xup0 = 0 on OF,
AuQ-lVuof + Xup0>0 inD.
Then u(t, u0) > 0, ut(t, u0) > 0 for all t e [0, imax(«0))> ¿maxK) is the existence time of the maximal solution u(t, uQ). If q < 1 and ¿max(w0) < oo, then \u(t, Mq)^ -* oo as t -► ¿max(w0) (I • \r denotes the norm in Lr(D), 1 < r < oo). The energy of the solution u(t, u0), E(u(t, u0) 
is a nonincreasing function of t e [0, imax(«0)) if w0 satisfies (4)-(7). More precisely,
We are now prepared to state our first lemma.
Lemma 1. Let u0 satisfy (4)- (7) ; let imax(«0) -oo ; and assume
Then there is a positive constant L = L(E(u0)) such that \u(t,uQ)\2<L fort>0.
Proof. We proceed analogously as in the proof of Lemma 1.2 in [F] . Obvious manipulations yield that for any real number p we have
Our aim is to derive a differential inequality for y(t) := \u(t)\l. To do this we first estimate \Vu\qu using the well-known inequality: (12) AB<(eA)r/r + (B/e)s/s, which holds for A, B, r, s, e > 0, l/r + l/s -I. Take p e (0,p -1). Setting A = \Vu\q, B = u, r = 1/q, and e = ((p -1 -p)/q)9/2 we obtain -A^iv^ + c^ -~-2/l \vu\9u < y-; ^|v«r + c.f>, ?, ¿V
If t7 < 2/>/(/? + 1), then we choose 0 < ô < Xp/(p + 1) and again we use (12) with A = ul{2~9), B = CX, r = (p+l)(lq)/l, and e = (rô)x/r to get (14) \Vufu<P'l2~P\Vu\2 + Sup+X + C2, with C2 being some positive constant depending on p, q, S, X, p . If q = lp/(p + I), then 2/(2 -q) -p + 1 and we shall need the inequality Cx(p, p)<Xp/(p+l).
To have the range of X minimally restricted we take p = (p -l)/(p + 1). This explains the assumption (10). Using (14) (or (13) if q = lp/(p + I)), the inequality E(u(t)) < E(u0), and Holder's inequality we obtain from (11) that (15) y'>C3y{p+x)/2-C4, where C3, C4 are some positive constants that depend on X, p, q , and \D\-the Lebesgue measure of D, and C4 depends also on E(u0) ■ Since u is a global solution and y(t) = \u(t)\2 satisfies (15), we see that \u(t)\\ < (CJC3)2np+X) for/>0.
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1 it holds that sup|w(/, u0)\ , <00. Proof. Although the proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 1.5 in [F] , we shall give it here for the reader's convenience. It is based on the classical concavity method introduced in [L] . Assume that \u(t, u0)\p+x is unbounded. Then =4 GC/,""<) +2M'|u 0'2 lM0l2' we obtain
The first term on the right-hand side is nonnegative according to the Schwarz inequality; the second one tends to infinity by (16); and the third one is bounded according to Lemma 1. Hence, there is a tQ > 0 such that the right-hand side is positive for t > t0. Therefore (M~ß)" < 0 for t > t0, where p = (p+1 -p)/l > 0. Since M~ß is decreasing, it must have a root, a contradiction. If q = lp/(p + 1) we proceed similarly. The only difference is that we use (13) instead of (14). Theorem 1. Let (4)- (7) and (9) or (10) For q < 2, we have the estimate
for any p e (0, 1) and F > 0 (see [A, Theorem 2.2] ). Therefore, {u(t, uQ) : t > 0} is precompact in WQ 'S(D). Due to monotonicity u(t, uQ) -► v , v is a stationary solution.
Similarly as in the proof of Lemma 1.8 in [F] , we derive an a priori bound of \v\ x in terms of E(u0). The last inequality follows from (14) (or (13)). The monotonicity of \u(-, «0)L+1 together with (18) now implies the desired result.
Before we state the next theorem, let us recall some known results (proved in [CW] ) on the one-dimensional stationary problem. If (9) holds or if q = lp/(P + 1). A > ¿p = (1P)P(P + l)~2p~x (notice that Xp > Xp), then there is a unique positive stationary solution v (for any interval D). From Lemma 4.7 and Proposition 5.9 in [CW] , it follows that it is unstable, because it is possible to construct supersolutions arbitrarily close to v from below and subsolutions arbitrarily close to v from above. Proof. Since v is unstable, there is a solution w of (1), (2) Proof. Suppose first for simplicity that N = 1, D = (I, a), and a > 1 . Then
is a suitable supersolution. In the case (i) it suffices to choose a = max{\u0t-X»2,(l+xf}, J --_£Z-L--.
In the case (ii) take n i i(p-l)/2i Î aot(q-p), \lß a(l-q), a = max{l, |h0|£ }, X = e ™"(a'F-ey «').
In both cases we have U"(x)-(U'(x))9 +XUp(x) _ eapxba2p/(p-\)^ea(\-p)x _a\/ßea{q-p)x +^ ^ Q.
hence by the maximum principle u(t, u0) < U for 0 < t < tmax(u0). For a general domain D in RN , we set U(x) = a2/{p-X) expLX>,J and we may assume without loss of generality that £,._, x¡ e (I, a) for x = (xx,... , xN) e D.
Remark. If q < 2, then tmax(u0) = oo in Theorem 3, due to (19). This implies that u(t, u0) -► 0 as t -► oo for any u0 e WQ 's, u0>0, provided 1 < p < q < 1 and F is a ball with a sufficiently small radius. Under these circumstances, no positive stationary solutions exist (see [CW, Corollary 5.4 (i)] ).
